**Colloquium Schedule and Topics**

**Fall 2015**

Class will meet from 2:30-3:30pm on Friday throughout the semester in Pierce 277

August 28 – Introductions and Organization; intern meet & greet (3-3:30)

***September 4 – Pascal Jean-Pierre, Notre Dame. “Challenges and progress toward understanding and treating chemobrain: Importance of an integrative biobehavioral approach.” (faculty meeting afterward, so need to be done early)***

September 11 – Virtual colloquium #1, via SSCP: Steve Hollon, Vanderbilt University. “Is cognitive therapy enduring or are antidepressants iatrogenic?”

September 18 – Heather Servaty-Seib, Purdue (Counseling). “Using a gain/loss framework: The Perceived Impact of Life Event Scale”


October 2 – Virtual colloquium #2, via SSCP: Bethany Teachman, UVA. “Coming to a computer near you: Changing threat interpretations to reduce anxiety.”

October 9 – (Day before Fall Break)

October 16 – NO MEETING; Conference Absences

***October 23 – Annmarie MacNamara, UIC***

October 30 – Kaylin, Belel (1st-year projects), Joel (ABCT poster)

November 6 – Brandon Keehn, Purdue (SLHS/PSYC). “Failing to specialize? Evidence of reduced cerebral lateralization from processing strengths and weaknesses in Autism Spectrum Disorder.”

November 13 – Amber (case conference), Madison (1st-year project)

November 20 – Blake Jones, Purdue (HDFS). “The influence of daily mealtime and sleep routines on child obesity.”

November 27 - Thanksgiving Holiday; No Meeting

December 4 – Kyle Minor, IUPUI. “Disorganized symptoms in psychosis-spectrum disorders.”

December 11 – Virtual colloquium #3, via SSCP: TBD

This syllabus is subject to change.
Colloquium will meet from 2:30-3:30pm on Friday throughout the semester in Pierce 277

January 15 – Organizational meeting and updates on faculty hires and grad recruitment

January 22 –

January 29 –

February 5 –
   (Applicant Day: Introductions by Clinical Faculty—??)

February 12 –

February 19 –

February 26 –
   (Internship Match Discussion—??)

March 4 –

March 11 –

March 18 – Spring Break; NO MEETING

March 25 –

April 1 –

April 8 –

April 15 –

April 22 –

April 29 –

This syllabus is subject to change.

OTHER IDEAS:

Case conference – Emily
New faculty talks – Bridgette, Kate, Erin